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First Part
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Introduction

The Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in Research and Higher Education, STINT, has organised several delegation visits. The Summer School introduced and discussed below is a new type of activity for STINT and it tests a clearly more focused and production oriented form of delegation trip.

Initially, only one activity was planned: a weeklong Summer School in Singapore. However, given the productive week in Singapore and the positive response from the participants, a follow-up activity was added in Stockholm, Sweden. The Summer School took place in August 2017 and the one-day workshop in Stockholm was carried out in May 2018.

This part of the report presents and discusses the initiative, starting with why it was organised. Thereafter the organisation of the Summer School in Singapore is outlined, followed by the results of the evaluation. Some perspectives of the chosen approach are then discussed and the following workshop in Stockholm is described. This part ends with some conclusions.

Why a Summer School on the links between education and research?

Even though it is stipulated in the Swedish Higher Education Act that education shall be based on research, there are several mechanisms that encourage the separation instead of the integration of education and research. Research and education undoubtedly benefit from each other, but due to other factors, the trend in Sweden indicates a focus on research and there are few incentives to involve successful researchers in education.

STINT’s Teaching Sabbatical programme involves selected excellent lecturers (and researchers) who are given the possibility to spend a full semester teaching at a partner university. These partner universities or university colleges are based in the Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore and USA. Upon return, the STINT Fellows often express the view that education is given more attention elsewhere and they try to find tools to improve the education system in Sweden.

Against this backdrop, STINT decided to plan a Summer School addressing the links between education and research. Singapore has a world-leading school system, confirmed by for example the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), and a dynamic and rapidly developing higher education system.
This, coupled with the positive feedback from previous STINT Fellows in Singapore, led us to invite Nanyang Technological University (NTU) to host and co-organise a weeklong Summer School with participants from the higher education systems in Sweden and Singapore.

NTU quickly expressed interest, and the next step in the preparations was the formation of a small advisory group to assist STINT in creating a relevant and rewarding programme. This group had a few meetings during different stages of the preparations. Among the main directions given to the group was to present a highly interactive week, with limited time for overviews and introductory presentations, and instead a focus on discussions between the participants. Travel within Singapore should also be limited to save time. In addition, repeated discussions with NTU and a preparation visit to Singapore took place to exchange ideas and ensure a mutually interesting programme.

**Structure of the Summer School**

**Objectives and topics**
The overarching question the Summer School had to address was how to reach better balance and synergies between education and research. In an iterative process involving the advisory group and NTU, a long list of questions relating to the overall theme of the Summer School was boiled down to five topics. The topics cover different perspectives on the links between education and research, and allow for a structured approach:

**Context**
What differences are there in the links between education and research in different academic disciplines (including cross-disciplinary areas) and in professional education? Why? What is the impact of triple helix and knowledge triangle concepts on the links between education and research?

**Policy**
How are links between education and research promoted (or blocked) through policies on all levels, from individual promotion schemes to national funding and management principles?

**Implementation**
What is the difference between increasing the teaching load of a researcher and increasing the research activity of a teacher? Best practice and success stories?
Technology
Technology can hinder or enable links between education and research. How can technology be used to enable better links?

Quality
How is the quality of and the contribution to the links between education and research monitored?

Participants
In parallel, participants in the Summer School were recruited with the ambition of forming a group representing different functions in the higher education systems as well as different academic disciplines. All higher education institutions were invited to nominate participants and, in addition, some key persons were directly approached.

The recruitment process was successful and a group of 24 persons from Sweden and Singapore was formed, including persons holding top management positions at higher education institutions (HEIs), professors in a wide range of disciplines, and other positions such as governmental quality assurance and policymakers. Altogether 13 different institutions were represented.

Participants were divided into groups, with one group covering each topic. Before the Summer School, they were asked to prepare 10-minute presentations. If possible, the presentation should be focused on concrete examples of improving the links between education and research. Presenters were encouraged to spend part of the presentation on discussing one of the five topics.
Summer School programme and activities

During the first half day of the Summer School, brief introductions to the higher education systems in Sweden and Singapore were given, as well as an introduction to the overarching question. The facilitator of the Summer School (Professor Ulf Ellervik) introduced a theoretical framework covering various types of links between education and research (Healey, 2011), and recommended that the participants use this framework in their discussions. He also informed the participants that the Summer School at the end of the week was expected to present an academic publication. The following days included the following components:

Study visits

Different learning and research environments were visited, including the Hive (a new architecturally interesting building, designed with the purpose to promote team-based learning), the National Institute of Education (educating all teachers in Singapore and quickly ramping up its educational research), Singapore University of Technology and Design (a recently established university with a problem- and design-based learning approach developed in partnership with MIT) and the Novena campus (a brand-new building with a recently started medical education completely dedicated to team-based learning).

Individual presentations

All participants delivered their presentations as described previously, distributed over three sessions each comprising around 8 presentations.

Group work

The groups were given slots in the programme to gradually develop their contributions to the joint publication, starting with the formulation of research questions, adding a synopsis and then documenting cases studies from the visits in Singapore as well as from their own environments. To minimise travel and maximise the experiences of the study visits, group work took place in the different learning and research environments visited, with the added value of experiencing first-hand how the different concepts functioned.
Final seminar
For the last day of the Summer School, the researcher behind the main theoretical framework for the Summer School, Professor Mick Healey, higher education consultant and researcher, was invited to present a workshop and assist in the discussion and conclusion parts. At this stage, the conclusions mainly pertained to the group/topic, but the use of techniques such as a liquid café and poster presentations facilitated interaction between the groups and some overall conclusions emerged.

Writing for publications
At the end of each day of the Summer School, the groups delivered texts to the facilitator, which were combined in a single document and returned to the groups for the next day. By the final day, approximately 30 pages had been produced, including several case studies. As some parts of the text had reached a state suitable for publication, it was agreed that final contributions from each group would be delivered to the facilitator and editor within 10 days from the end of the Summer School.

Evaluation
A traditional evaluation, with three questions (see below) and opportunities for additional comments, was conducted at the end of the Summer School. All 18 participants in the final session on Friday afternoon completed the questionnaire by hand. For various reasons, a few participants did not participate in the final session.

What were the best things about the Summer School?
Interacting with the other participants and a good programme with a lot of variation were mentioned by almost all participants. The study visits were also frequently mentioned.

How could it have been even more useful? If you would have liked something additional what would you have liked less of?
Shorter general presentations at the institutions visited and more time for group work were the most common answers. A few asked for more material for individual preparation before the Summer School.

What do you plan to do as a result of this Summer School?
The responses to this question were a bit more varied but overall relatively concrete actions were listed. Changes in the participant’s own curriculum designs were frequently mentioned as well as meetings and other activities with colleagues to discuss how they link education and research.
Several participants said that they would make use of one or several of the methods used in case studies presented by Professor Healey. The methods used during the Summer School, such as team-based learning and liquid café, would also be used.

*Any other comments?*

Several participants added largely positive remarks. About half of the respondents mentioned that they were looking forward to the next Summer School. A potential second Summer School was mentioned in the invitation, but the outcomes of the first Summer School would determine whether it would be organised.

**The benefits and limitations of this type of internationalisation initiative**

This Summer School differs in some respects from traditional international activities with a relatively large number of participants from different HEIs. Below follows a discussion of some distinguishing features.

**Production oriented**

From day one, it was made very clear that the Summer School should result in an academic publication. Time was allocated for group work to make this possible. Given the pressure to deliver something every day, several participants also devoted time outside of the programme to work on the texts. Depending on each participant’s expectations, this demanding approach was more or less appreciated. But overall, as the evaluations show, it was considered a positive challenge to produce a publication in one single week. It was also questioned if this was a realistic goal. One clear benefit of this approach was that the groups quickly had to leave the relaxed personal introduction stage and become productive. It also forced each participant to contribute. On the negative side, some participants became worried about their ability to contribute. However, this anxiety disappeared as soon as the group had had a couple of meetings.

**Theoretical framework at the end**

Even though the framework was briefly introduced during the introductory session, and written material from Professor Healey was distributed a week before the Summer School, the main session related to this framework was at the end. During the week, different parts of the framework were discussed and used.
On the one hand, a more thorough introduction to the framework at the beginning of the week would have led to less uncertainty in how to apply it. On the other hand, however, this may have limited the participants’ creativity. It was clearly positive that this approach gave the participants the chance to clarify issues that had arisen during the week.

**Programme at home**

All activities took place in Singapore, where several Summer School participants are based. This had some consequences:

- **Limited social programme.** A number of the participants were from Singapore, thus limiting the opportunities for an extensive social programme in the evenings. As this week was an extremely busy period at the HEIs in Singapore, with the start of term and other demanding activities, this further dampened interest in expanding the programme outside full working days. The participants from Sweden were more disconnected from their duties at home and as the term had not yet started in Sweden, they were generally more relaxed. They typically had dinner together, sometimes with a few participants from Singapore. Obviously a more extensive social programme would have helped the participants to strengthen the network.

- **Another consequence of being at home could have been that the study visits were less interesting for the participants from Singapore.** Fortunately, this was not the case, since most participants had not visited these places and thus became more aware of the resources available in Singapore. It appears likely that new domestic collaborations will result from these meetings, as is the case for the Swedish participants.

Obviously, one alternative is to organise the Summer School at a third location to avoid the programme at home issues. In that case, however, the invaluable insider knowledge that the co-organiser NTU had would not be available.
Implementing linkages between education and research

As a follow-up activity, the participants discussed a Winter School in Umeå. It was difficult to find a suitable time for the Winter School and therefore a one-day seminar at KTH Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm was the chosen alternative. STINT organised the seminar with the support of KTH and Umeå University.

How can better balance and synergies between education and research be established? This was the main theme of the seminar that was held with the aim of using international and national examples to enhance the links between research and education at HEIs. It also aimed to implement the knowledge collected during the Summer School.

To ensure the nationwide dissemination and implementation of the outcomes, a representative from the Swedish Government Inquiry on Governance and Resources (Styr- och resursutredningen/STRUT) was invited as a speaker and respondent.

Around 60 participants from about 20 universities and other organisations attended this highly interactive seminar. Different topics were discussed and finally a list of concrete ways of linking education and research was produced by the participants.

Conclusions

The bi-national Summer School was a success, thanks to a good mix of participants with a common interest and a programme designed to foster relatively strong connections between people with different roles in higher education systems. The degree of interaction was high, thereby facilitating a good exchange of knowledge. Moreover, the Summer School was production oriented and resulted in the production of a joint academic manuscript to be submitted for publication.

The Summer School programme included team- and problem-based learning and had several strengths and a few weaknesses. The strengths include strong interaction between the participants and knowledge exchange during the week, and also afterwards. The participants were clearly inspired to implement changes at their own home institutions and/or departments. The demanding schedule was both a strength and a weakness, since it did not allow for much reflection. However, a less intensive programme, might make it more difficult to keep momentum and focus from all participants. The limited time for social interaction was a weakness.

The follow-up seminar was well attended from the Swedish side but less so from Singapore. The group discussions were highly appreciated, and the list of concrete examples illustrates the willingness to contribute to change.
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Abstract
In an era characterized by a move towards a “knowledge society”, universities are central in fostering “knowledgeability”, that is the reflexive understanding of knowledge in knowledge societies. The objective of “knowledgeability” can be met through creating a stronger link between education and research. Furthermore, overall student performance, for example in critical thinking and problem solving, can be improved if research-related activities are incorporated into the curriculum.

The aim of this paper is to use international examples to discuss the research-education nexus from four different perspectives, namely context, policy, implementation and quality, with case studies from higher education institutions in Singapore and Sweden.

We suggest that different integrative technologies can be used to enhance the links, but it will be essential to consider the inputs of training, service and support in using new technology. Interestingly, the act of evaluating the link between education and research will increase awareness of this linkage by stakeholders involved in both education and research. In turn the link can be strengthened, contributing to increased quality in both education and research.

1. Introduction
In an age of increased economic growth and societal transformation that is moving towards what social scientists have dubbed a “knowledge society”, universities are central in keeping small nations apace with other larger nations (Stehr, 1994, Välimaa & Hoffman, 2008). The term “knowledge society”, which originated in sociology and social theory in the 1990s, was first used in the work of German sociologist Nico Stehr. It refers to the increased importance of knowledge in a range of spheres, including politics, economics, and culture, and refers back to earlier concepts such as “post-industrial society” (Böhme & Stehr, 1986). The “post-industrial society” was supposed to be driven by the rise of information and service as two of the major sectors for economic growth of the future and subsequently constitutes a major shift away from a manufacturing-oriented mode of production to a knowledge-based one (Bell, 1973).

In higher education, the realities of knowledge societies have spawned certain ideas about the role of universities. In particular, the widely influential concept of the “Triple Helix” suggests that the function of universities is understood as supporting growth in industrial production and business (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 1995; Välimaa & Hoffman, 2008). Furthermore, universities play a vital role in knowledge societies through knowledge expansion in the form of research and, more importantly, relaying knowledge through education (Ranga & Etzkowitz, 2013).

Thus, fostering knowledge about knowledge, which Stehr calls “knowledgeability”, is of utmost importance. The objective of “knowledgeability” can be met through a greater connection between education and research. More specifically, when “knowledge” is fluid and society is changing rapidly, adopting an ethos of research becomes necessary to
generate graduates equipped for the challenges underlying knowledge societies (Stehr, 2008).

The aim of this paper is to develop a roadmap for strengthening the links between education and research at higher education institutions, using an inductive approach based on international practices. In August 2017, The Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in Research and Higher Education organized an intensive one-week summer school, addressing the links between education and research. Participants in the summer school were nominated from higher education institutions in Singapore and Sweden, with the goal of creating an assembly of participants representing different positions and scientific disciplines in the higher education system. The overarching idea of the summer school was to stimulate interaction between the participants, who, as a collective, contributed substantial knowledge on the topic. Data were collected through a combination of group work, short individual presentations, workshops, and visits to different teaching and learning environments in Singapore.

At all levels, mechanisms influence how education and research are connected. This can be discussed from different perspectives, such as context, policy, implementation, and quality assessment. Each teaching situation is set in a context with specific obstacles and opportunities, and the link between education and research is not always obvious. However, governments, universities, and institutions can set up policies to enhance this link, thus implementing research in the teaching setting, and vice versa. Finally, the quality of the enhanced link between education and research must be monitored and assessed.

In this paper, we outline a systematic procedure for linking education and research. Then, case studies from Singapore and Sweden serve as examples of how education and research can be linked and how the success of such implementations may be measured.

2. The context: Higher education institutions in Singapore and Sweden

The Singaporean funding system for higher education institutions is similar to that of many American universities and includes endowments as well as income from tuition fees and external research grants. This may mean that university leadership is in a relatively stronger position to focus on education, compared to that of some Swedish higher education institutions. Higher education institutions in Sweden are, in most cases, agencies in their own right that report directly to the government and the Ministry of Education and Research. They enjoy extensive freedom within the framework of the statutes, ordinances and regulations laid down by the government. Higher education institutions have to offer education based on an academic or artistic foundation and proven experience. In addition, there are other obligations such as research and artistic development.

However, while individual academics often are involved in both teaching and research, the former is not always their highest priority. Also, the incentives to teach and develop new teaching methods are not always clear. A central reason for the lack of incentives is the income structure of Swedish higher education institutions. In recent years, increases in research funding have not been accompanied by an
equivalent increase in teaching funding, resulting in a reduction in the relative proportion of the direct education funding allocated to Swedish higher education institutions. Furthermore, the size of different funding streams varies significantly between Swedish higher education institutions (see Figure 1). At major research universities, the amounts allocated to teaching are relatively smaller than the research funding streams, leading to a situation where teaching efforts have a lower priority at the individual level, and research is more valued for career development and tenure. In addition, external research grants are in some cases substantial and directed to individual researchers or research groups. While such focus on individual research groups is important for research quality, an excessive dominance of such funding over direct teaching funds may result in inertia when implementing overarching university strategies, including new teaching goals.

Figure 1: The distribution of funding streams to various Swedish higher education institutions. Source: the Knowledge Foundation (2016)
3. Policy

The policy-related challenges at some Singaporean and Swedish universities include the need for greater emphasis on education, development of innovative curricula that are connected to research, and a closer relationship between education and research.

Policy issues at the national level are characterized by the formulation of broad policy objectives related to societal education and research needs, specific assignments from government to higher education institutions, performance agreements between state and university, and decisions on funding allocated to the universities. Singapore and Sweden have a similar aim to become knowledge-based societies, which clearly requires the further development of research- and enquiry-based learning.

In Singapore this projection is driven primarily by the Ministry of Education and fuelled by reviews and recommendations including those of the Committee on University Education Pathways Beyond 2015. This report specifically proposed increasing the number of places at universities and developing new applied degree pathways that will provide more opportunities and choices in a diverse university landscape. The autonomous universities in Singapore then include such objectives into their three-year rolling plans with the aim of producing graduates that meet the needs of the country as a whole. The committee noted that in order to enhance the close nexus between education and research, students and staff at these institutions should have the opportunity to work with industries and local enterprises on research projects that are primarily applied in nature, and would involve solving real-world problems. These research/project work opportunities would be offered to undergraduates to enhance their learning experience and industry-relevance.

University study programmes in Singapore thus primarily aim for a mix between theory and practice, with associated work placements or industrial experience.

Despite the variations across programmes, students are generally given equal opportunities to take up internships and obtain work experience in companies, while research opportunities are commonly reserved for the top performers in a cohort.

In Sweden, the national qualitative targets for higher education are mandated by law. According to the Swedish Higher Education Ordinance, the national qualitative targets aim at developing for example the students’ ability to make independent and critical assessments, their capability to identify, formulate and solve problems independently, and their preparedness to deal with changes in working life.

Overall, despite the needs of knowledge-based economies to build knowledgeability through research and despite national qualitative targets emphasising research-based education in both Singapore and Sweden, it seems that the disconnect between education and research persists. Universities in both countries are faced with issues related to governance and policies that either encourage or hinder the incorporation of research into the educational experience. One example in the Swedish context, as mentioned above, is the high level of external research funding compared to direct funding for teaching, which may adversely affect the ability of the central administration to implement overall strategic plans and set priorities.

However, university level policies and individual schools and departments may also create a culture and provide incentives for researchers to connect education and research. The most common model today is to award titles of recognition, such as “Excellent Teaching Practitioner”, after evaluation and fulfilled requirements set up at each local higher education institution (Winka, 2017). Further, open seminars encouraging interaction between students and faculty at all levels, as well as incentives for curriculum development could be explored.

Below, two case studies further exemplify how policies at different levels influence the link between education and research.
Case Study A
*KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden*

KTH Royal Institute of Technology is a research-intensive university with more than 14,000 students at various levels ranging from undergraduate to postgraduate or doctoral levels. At KTH, education and research are well integrated at some schools and departments, but there are problems related to how education is prioritized and there is clearly a status difference between teaching and research (Geschwind, Magnell & Söderlind, 2016). One reason for this is related to financing. At KTH, the governmental funding (Figures 1 and 2) for education at bachelor and master levels comprises 24% of the total funding, while that for research (including PhD education) is 26%, and the remaining 50% is external funding for research.

The situation differs between the various schools at KTH, but in general the salary of a faculty member is covered to only about 50% from governmental funding. This means that the remaining part of the salary must be obtained from external research funding sources. The incentive for a faculty member to engage in education is thus low and much effort is devoted to applying for external research funding. Another finance-related reason is that there is necessarily more administrative support required for education that for research, due to the need for administrative services such as a central admissions office and student counselling services. Consequently, the financial incentive for a faculty member to engage in teaching is lowered even further.

Figure 2: Income sources for KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden 2016. Source: KTH 2016.
Case Study B
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Nanyang Technological University is a research-intensive university with more than 30,000 students at various levels ranging from undergraduate to postgraduate levels. Considerable institutional support and funding have been devoted to building capabilities in educational technology and course design. Several schools, such as the Nanyang Business School (College of Business), attempt to achieve high quality in both teaching and research by offering two professional tracks for practice (teaching) and research (tenure) faculty. Performance evaluations can be used to indicate the difference in the proportion of time that is devoted to these two endeavours, which typically manifests in practice faculty members spending up to twice the amount of time teaching compared to their research counterparts. This imbalance may impact the ability of schools operating under such a system to deliver an educational experience that integrates research in the teaching curriculum, because practice faculty staff typically do not have significant research experience and/or backgrounds.

Traditionally, funding has been geared towards research rather than teaching activities. However, steps have been taken recently to address this disparity with more funds available at the university level for teaching and pedagogical innovation. The challenge is now to increase awareness for such funding among faculty members, as well as to encourage career researchers to engage more in curriculum and pedagogical innovation.

Recent steps taken to increase funding for teaching and pedagogical development and innovation at the university level in Singapore (Case study B) are encouraging. However, the effectiveness of such developments in addressing the gap between educational content and research is uncertain. Without specific guidance, support and incentives to incorporate research process and insights into the curriculum, there is a risk that these incentives will simply be focused on improving the learning experience and delivery of current, and possibly obsolete, content material. Thus, schools and departments have an important role to play in advocating a more active inclusion of research in student learning experiences. More opportunities should be created for collaborative learning where teaching and research colleagues can interact, learn, and collaborate with each other to design a more research-immersive experience.
4. Implementation

To strengthen the link between education and research, new methods inside and outside the classroom need to be introduced and implemented. However, many teachers and researchers do not have the tools available to create this link, not to mention other hindrances that render the implementation of these methods difficult. While various programmes have been developed to awaken interest in linking education and research (Bränberg & Holmgren, 2015), as well as to provide methods, feedback and support, more effort is needed to facilitate the linkage.

The challenges to successfully implementing a strong link between education and research are largely caused by two stumbling blocks faced by course instructors in the development of a bridging program: i) investment of time; and ii) resources needed. To implement research in their conventional courses, instructors need to revamp their curricula and possibly produce new materials. In addition, linking research to teaching may entail expenditure for consumables, software, equipment, and staff.

The typical research process consists of several steps: development of a research question; selection of methodology; and execution, analysis, evaluation, and finally conclusions. Students perform research activities during the learning process within traditional university courses via several modes: academic content; research methods; and practices, as well as the scholarly expertise of the teacher. The teaching can range from a focus on disciplinary content, such as academic writing, literature review, and seminars, to research-process oriented models with educational forms taking problem-based learning (PBL) approaches. The degree of student activity, and research content, in the teaching situation can be described by the Healey model (Healey, 2005), as illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: The Healey model for linking education and research.](image-url)
Thus, if a course chiefly concerns the transmission of research content, it can be categorized as a “research-led” course. In such courses, teachers can inspire students to focus on fundamental problems with a fundamental understanding of research, leading to a better understanding of scientific theories. In “research-oriented” courses, methods, such as specific equipment skills and interview skills, are trained. “Research-tutored” learning activities are conducted through research discussions in order to augment tacit interactions amongst students and tutors. Finally, “research-based” teaching involves completing the entire research process cycle, and important steps include framing research questions and evaluating research data along with formulating conclusions. Again, process communications and interactive deliberations are important steps.

A move from the lower left corner towards the upper right corner (indicated by the arrow in Figure 3) indicates a stronger focus on knowledgeability.

However, the process of linking education and research is not instantly implemented, but through a series of stages. In the most general sense, we identify three phases to ensure successful implementation:

1. Assess the degree of linkage between education and research in a course or course chain.

2. Analyse and identify good ways of linking education and research.

3. Act on the implementation to link education and research in courses/disciplines wherever applicable.

Here we focus on the first and second stage of implementation: assessment and analysis. Essentially, these phases require a derivation of a metric that will allow for the systematic measurement of the education and research linkage and identification of methods that will strengthen the link.

Recently, a study (Bränberg & Holmgren, 2015) was conducted at the Faculty of Science and Technology at Umeå University, Sweden, demonstrating an analysis model in the form of a four-field diagram, similar to the Healey model, but expanded with a progression scale. The model is a tool that can work both for analysis of and as a starting point for discussions about the research content within courses and study programmes. This study shows that such an analysis is feasible and that the results can be both interpreted qualitatively and quantitatively, thus facilitating growth of research attachment within teaching programs. In the following, we use a similar method to analyse the progress of the bioengineering program at Nanyang Technological University (cf. Case Study C).
Case Study C
The Bioengineering programme at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.

One of the most recently designed engineering programmes is the bioengineering program run by the School of Chemical and Biomedical Engineering. To meet the needs of the biomedical and clinical industry, this programme has been revisited and reformulated, benchmarking other bioengineering/biological-engineering programmes of the top five American Universities, including Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Johns Hopkins University. Based on best practices, the programme is designed to have a unique three-stage course structure, as shown in Figure 4. The bioengineering programme consists of foundation courses (Year 1), principles courses (Year 2-3) and project courses (Year 4). The foundation courses, including mathematics, chemistry, biology and several introductory courses, provide fundamental knowledge for first-year undergraduate students, training them in basic engineering skills needed for the advanced engineering courses. More biomedical and bioengineering topics are incorporated into the principle courses, guiding sophomore and junior undergraduates to explore bioengineering with sufficient depth. From the second semester of Year 3, students are gradually exposed to the whole research process, where they set up their own research under the guidance of industry mentors or instructors, propose an approach and conduct experiments, ending up with final project reports/presentations.

Figure 4: Core courses of the four-year bioengineering programme at the Nanyang Technological University. Source: Nanyang Technological University (2017).
24 different courses in the bioengineering program were analysed and characterized in terms of four categories: whether the course had strong elements of being i) research-led, ii) research-tutored, iii) research-oriented or iv) research-based (See Figure 3). Scores of 0 to 2 were awarded, depending on the level of student participation and the level of research implementation.

Documented course descriptions and faculty interviews were used as raw materials for scoring.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the curriculum of the bioengineering programme progresses from research-led courses to research-based courses over the four-year period, with the aim of moving toward a larger degree of knowledgeability.

Figure 5: Distribution of selected bioengineering courses on the Healey framework according to the assessment criteria. Number 1 (blue), 2 (red), or 3 (green) each refers to one of the three course stages presented in Figure 5.
While useful for categorizing a course in terms of its linkage between education and research, the Healey diagram (cf. Figure 3) is ambiguous when the exact placement of a course on the diagram is to be considered. Often, the user may attempt to classify a course in one quadrant of the Healey diagram, only to find that an adjacent quadrant may be applicable to the course as well. The solution to this ambiguity is to address the binary mind-set on the Healey diagram, recognizing instead that the linkage between education and research resides on a continuous spectrum within the area enclosed by the four vertices.

The next step is to derive quantifiable measures for the abscissa and ordinate of the Healey diagram, which relate to the type of emphasis on research (content versus processes) and the amount of student participation in the course, respectively.

Up to this point, however, we still do not have the capability to identify the methods that promote the link between education and research. To do so, we need to further recognize that the analysis cannot just be planar but should be three-dimensional with an additional independent axis to quantify good methods, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: An extended Healey model for implementation of the research-education nexus. The shaded plane indicates the original Healey model.
Like the abscissa of the Healey diagram, the third and so-called “good methods” axis is not rigid, and certainly open for different definitions. For instance, we can define this axis as the amount of resources required to implement a method, for example the sum of the amount of teacher training and financial investment.

Referring to the Healey framework, all four quadrants of the research-teaching nexus can potentially be enhanced or enabled by technology. This possibility also means that different disciplines, programme stages and curricula, and even different sections within separate courses, will have different technology needs and consequently resources. Different parameters can serve as determinants to facilitate faster technology incorporation. For instance, large class size is one such parameter that can strain demands on effective communication and interaction in teaching research methods and practices. Another parameter is the curricula content. Existing facilities and infrastructure can also be impactful, where a shortage of lecture halls would mean more interaction beyond classroom spaces that should be resolved by communication technologies. Some examples of applied technologies that enable better integration of teaching and research are: i) infrastructure that could facilitate and augment team-based learning and communication; ii) virtual reality and simulators that could enhance communication of visualizations, execution, and analysis of experiments/cases; iii) different types of sensors to collect data; iv) information technology to enhance social media interface and video calls to increase communications; v) new connective learning platforms to increase pedagogic communication and interaction; and vi) various supporting equipment and tools needed to perform inquiry-based learning in authentic research environments. Below, we discuss three case studies with different degrees of technology promoting good teaching. The three cases will then be analysed using the extended Healey model.

**Case Study D**
*Student scholarly project*

Medical students of the Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine at the Nanyang Technological University are required to undertake an individual scholarly project at the start of their fourth year. With a total duration of six consecutive weeks, this individual scholarly project aims to enhance students’ understanding in a focused area of a medical scholarship and promote scientific inquiries. As a result, the students may be inspired to pursue an academic career in medicine, for example as a clinical scientist or medical educator. In this course, the students are involved participants, personally performing most of the research-related tasks for a sizable amount of time to complete their scholarly project. However, the spread between “research-tutored” and “research-based” of this method is likely wide because of its open-endedness that gives the students liberty to choose a research-content heavy project over a research-purposes focus one, or vice versa. Therefore, this case is on average more central on the upper-half of the Healey diagram.
Case Study E

*Student-led conference*

At Örebro University, a teaching-focused Swedish university with approximately 15,000 students, about 30 students in the clinical psychology program are required to organize a full-day, professional research conference as part of their term course on health psychology. To meet the course requirements, the students write a paper on a relevant topic based on a review of the scientific literature and current practice. The objectives of this conference are to: i) help the students obtain in-depth knowledge in a particular area; and ii) challenge the students to learn to convey their knowledge effectively.

A distinctive feature of this student-led conference is the high level of student participation. The students are involved in all aspects of organizing and conducting the conference, thus taking the load off the course instructor. Although we are not moving into the second implementation stage, this time efficiency from a teacher’s perspective can be used to gauge the placement along the third axis of the extended Healey diagram in Figure 6.

On the other hand, since this student-led conference focuses more on the development of “soft” research skills, for instance the ability to communicate ideas, disseminate information, foster professional relationships, and stimulate critical analysis, and the students are collecting data mainly through literature review rather than research actively, this case is lower on the scale on the research processes relative to research content.

Collectively, this case then indicates a method that is “research-tutored” on the Healey model, apparently very deep into this quadrant given the conference’s aims and scope.

Case Study F

*Discovery-based laboratory practical*

As a part of a virology practical class in the Infection and Immunity course at Karolinska Institutet, a research-intensive medical university in Sweden, the students on the Biomedicine programme are exposed to a three-day discovery-based laboratory practical. In small groups, the students are given four samples of different viruses in unlabelled tubes and are asked to perform experiments to identify the viruses based on information given in their compendium. The students can design and carry out their own experiments, employing a list of virus laboratory protocols. Through this practical, the students will learn to take on the role of a discoverer, thereby stimulated to adopt a research-based approach in their learnings.

Given the autonomy to design their own experiments, the students are in fact being trained with a research-process heavy approach, even though the virus identification protocols are standard content in the students’ compendium. For the same reason, the students are clearly very involved in the practical, actively participating to meet the course requirements. As a result, this case suggests that the discovery-based laboratory practical lies within the “research-based” quadrant of the Healey model, and is a mirroring point to that of Case E.
Figure 7 shows the placement of the courses, described in case studies D-F, in the Healey diagram, along with their likely spread in the amount of student participation and type of emphasis on research. These cases are clearly successful in shifting towards an active-learning paradigm, involving students in class participation. In contrast, the cases are more diverse in terms of emphasis on research content or on research processes, highlighting the fact that the Healey classification should not be interpreted as an either/or model.

Figure 7: **Classification of case studies D-F on the Healey diagram.** The potential spread on the diagram is shown to indicate the variance between regimes of each method.
From Figure 7, there are several analyses in which the second implementation stage can proceed to extract the commendable methods for linking education and research. Following the concept of a third independent axis introduced earlier (See Figure 6), we can rank the three cases based on the amount of resources they require relative to what their corresponding institutes can supply. For example, an institution that has inadequate funding or manpower may value the student-led conference (Case E) over the individual scholarly project (Case D), which can be overwhelming to the instructor in terms of guiding and grading the project deliverables, or the laboratory practical (Case F) which may be costly due to consumable reagents and equipment that need to be maintained. Generally, the cost involved in running inquiry-based research projects within the confines of a traditional laboratory course far exceeds the typical laboratory course budget. Besides the instructor needing to have an active research environment with sufficient equipment and infrastructure, graduate students and teaching assistants to tutor the student groups, and space to host the student groups in the research laboratories, one must also have suitable research funding with grants that allow the incorporation of the research questions posed by the student groups and the results they obtain.

With a systematic determination of the placement of courses in the Healey diagram, the Healey model can also be used for monitoring courses in a discipline and tracking progression of a course/method in linking education and research. In addition to a strong research connection within a course chain, a shift is increasingly seen in the role of students from passive information recipients to active knowledge producers. This evolution can be categorized by Domín’s definitions of laboratory-based instruction style in accordance with the degree of high-order thinking that is being promoted (Domín, 1999). Specifically, the various styles, namely “Expository”, “Inquiry”, “Discovery”, and “Problem-based learning”, involve different levels of student participation and hence transfer different degrees of “ownership” of an activity to the students. Berg et al. (2003) investigated the effects on the student learning outcomes by the degree of openness of course instructions to the same laboratory activity. In general, open inquiry-driven laboratory activities result in the most positive learning outcomes and engagement among students. Thus, the implementation of the research process into a teaching course will be further supported by a more active-learning mind-set.
5. Quality assessment

In Sweden, the Higher Education Ordinance comprises national qualitative targets for all degrees that higher education institutions may award. The qualitative targets are divided into three categories: knowledge and understanding, competence and skills, and judgement and approach. For professional programmes, there are specific qualitative targets related to the students’ future professional careers.

On a national level, the quality of higher education and research is monitored and assessed by the independent Swedish Higher Education Authority, which operates directly under the Ministry of Education and Research. As mentioned above, all higher education shall be based on an academic or artistic foundation and proven experience, meaning that there should be a link between education and research. The Swedish Higher Education Authority and universities have a shared responsibility for monitoring the quality of both teaching/learning activities and research.

During the period of 2011 to 2014, the Swedish Higher Education Authority evaluated 2,200 bachelor and master programmes (UKÄ, 2015). The evaluation had a strong focus on the learning outcomes achieved and relied heavily on student theses. A large portion of the programmes assessed as being of inadequate quality in this national evaluation were censured primarily because of their weak link to research.

Reviewers commented, for example, on how students’ thesis projects demonstrated insufficient familiarity with the relevant methodology and formal requirements. Other comments expressed concern about the students’ analytical skills, their capacity to identify problems and define research questions and their ability to reach well-grounded conclusions (UKÄ, 2017). Several programmes assessed as having very high quality, on the other hand, were characterized by a strong research environment where the students carried out their thesis projects under the strict guidance of senior researchers.

While this evaluation model is limited due to its heavy reliance on thesis projects, it nonetheless had some effects on strengthening the links between education and research. Methodology courses were developed, theoretical and scholarly discussions were introduced, greater attention was paid to research skills and higher qualifications were required of supervisors and examiners.

Upon the completion of this cycle of programme evaluations, the Swedish Higher Education Authority developed a new national system for quality assurance in higher education. Within a six-year period, a third of the doctoral programmes and all Swedish higher education institutions will be reviewed.
Case Study G
Assessing links between education and research on a national level in Sweden

Some assessment criteria in the new Swedish system for quality assurance aim at evaluating the link between education and research. For example, for third-cycle (doctoral) programmes to meet the assessment criteria for the aspect “Achievement of qualitative targets for competence and skills”, the higher education institutions have to show that the programme, “Through its design, teaching/learning activities and examination […] ensures that doctoral students whose degrees have been awarded can plan and use appropriate methods to conduct research and other qualified (artistic) tasks within predetermined time frames, and in both the national and the international context, in speech and in writing authoritatively, can present and discuss research and research findings in dialogue with the academic community and society in general”. Hence, within the third-cycle programme evaluations, the links between education and research can be highlighted through the doctoral students’ achievement of the qualitative targets for transversal skills used as criteria for assessing quality. Educational quality is in this way associated with the links between education and research.

In addition to programme evaluations, the new national system for quality assurance includes institutional reviews, which are still being piloted. Attempts have also been made to capture the link between education and research in the institutional reviews. The clearest example of this can be found within the quality aspect “education and research”. This assessment criterion states that the higher education institution must show that it “ensures that there is a clear link between education and research in the learning environment”. Furthermore, the institution under review must show that it “has transparent and legally secure processes for recruiting faculty, and that scientific or artistic competence and pedagogic or other competence are treated with equal care”. To meet the assessment criterion, the institution must show that it “works systematically to follow up, assess and enhance the link between education and research in the learning environment”.

The effects of the new Swedish system for quality assurance (Case Study G) remain to be seen, since institutional reviews are still in the pilot phase and outcomes of the evaluation of doctoral programmes are not yet known. As a result, the expectation that the assessment criteria linking education and research will strengthen the connection between the two processes is unverified. However, based on experience from the last round of programme evaluations, which put the qualitative targets on the national agenda, a tentative hypothesis can be made: by highlighting the education/research nexus through the assessment criteria discussed above, the national evaluations can contribute to strengthening links between education and research.

In 2006, Singapore’s public universities, such as the National University of Singapore and Nanyang Technological University, were given greater flexibility in deciding on matters such as internal governance, budget utilization, tuition fees, and admission requirements (Lo, 2010).
However, these autonomous universities need to maintain alignment of their strategic directions with the national strategic objectives (Ng & Tan, 2010). Regulation of the overall management of autonomous universities is exercised through various quality assurance and performance evaluation measures (Li, Huang & Widiastuti, 2012). In summary, the Policy Agreement ensures that the universities are aligned with the national development needs, the Performance Agreements leads to the continual improvement, and the Quality Assurance Framework instills accountability. The autonomous universities are monitored for their quality of teaching as well as research through this national framework. Strengthening the research-education links is often one of the strategies adopted by the universities to achieve excellence in both teaching and research. See Case Study H for an example of how the Quality Assurance Framework can be implemented.

Case Study H
*Quality assurance at the National Institute of Education, Singapore.*

The National Institute of Education (NIE) in Singapore has a strong tripartite relationship with the Ministry of Education and its primary and secondary schools. In just over a decade, NIE transformed from a teacher training institute focusing primarily on teaching to a research-intensive institute with balanced teaching and research activities. Given the NIE’s research focus on pedagogy and its national agenda in teacher education, the education-research links involve two aspects. The first is the link between teacher and research education within the NIE, which is similar to the education-research link in most universities. This link is manifested both in terms of content (e.g. what new pedagogies student teachers need to learn) and the teaching methodology and pedagogy (e.g. how student teachers are taught this content). Second, the education-research link also dictates the link between Singapore’s general education and research. This link is often regarded as research impact (or a research-practice link) in most universities.

One way of monitoring the education-research links is to observe student outcomes as a result of the strengthened links. A complementary approach is to monitor the extent to which the links are consistently manifested in the institution’s strategy, quality assurance framework, and enhancement activities.

In the NIE research framework, the education context and priorities in Singapore shape research questions and priorities (i.e. the link from education to research), and research findings inform the enhancement of student performance and organizational outcome in Singapore schools (i.e. the link from research to education).

The Teacher Education Model for the 21st Century (TE21) is another manifestation of how teaching and research are linked. This model focuses on three value paradigms: (i) learner-centred; (ii) teacher identity; and (iii) service to the profession and community. Under the TE21 model, the National Institute of Education also developed an extended pedagogical repertoire to address the theory-practice gap and strengthen the link between teacher education and research.
Case Study H (continuation)

With the improvement of content (e.g. the specific professional standards, benchmarks, and goals for the NIE graduates) and pedagogy (e.g. the extended pedagogical repertoire), the assessment of student outcomes is enhanced under TE21. The explicit articulation of TE21, in terms of the programme goal, curriculum, pedagogy, assessment, transformation of learning infrastructure and faculty peer-evaluation, guides its implementation. In turn, these factors can be used to monitor the quality of education-research links at multiple levels.

Channels for communicating research findings to policy makers, teachers, and academic staff within the National Institute of Education are also being improved. For example, SingTeach is an e-magazine published by the Institute for teachers in Singapore that brings together current research in education and the best classroom practices, thus putting research within the reach of Singapore’s teachers so as to inform practice. The NIE Research Brief Series is aimed at research-to-practice translation, that is, the dissemination, implementation, and diffusion of research findings that impact policy and practice. The more recent publication, Knowledge Bites, aims to share education research discussions and issues as seen in the Singapore context. These publications serve as a platform for sharing thoughts and concepts of education research with policymakers, educators, and the public.

6. Summary and conclusions

Overall student performance, for example in critical thinking and problem solving, can be improved if research-related activities are incorporated into the curriculum and used in everyday teaching. However, although there are many examples of methods for quality assurance of teaching and measures of the quality of research, there are few instances of where the linkage between the two is assessed. Different versions of the Healey model are useful for characterizing courses, but it is less advantageous to use the model for ranking purposes since all four types of research-education links are necessary and useful to provide an enriched learning experience. Furthermore, there is no simple way of formulating metrics for measuring the quality of the education/research nexus, and it is thus difficult to define one specific way for quality assurance. Instead, measures for improving the quality of the links between education and research must be adapted to the specific context, both politically and in terms of discipline as well as higher education institutions. Importantly, the act of evaluating the link between education and research can increase awareness of this linkage for both teachers and researchers. In turn, this awareness may strengthen the link and contribute to even higher quality education and research. One effective way of strengthening the link between education and research is hence to formulate specific criteria for assessing the quality of both educational programmes and research.
This article introduces a three-stage procedure to systematically implement the linkage between education and research, consisting of: i) assessment of the extent of linkage; ii) analysis and identification of methods promoting linkage; and iii) acting on the implementation of the linkage. Focusing specifically on the first stage, an extended Healey model is derived to facilitate implementation of a strong linkage between education and research in a course or study programme. The relevance of the metric is further demonstrated using case studies, along with the various ways that the extended Healey model can be employed to proceed into the remaining two stages of implementation.

Different integrative technologies can be used to enhance the links between teaching and research. Several of these technologies already exist and are used conventionally, often for improving teaching and learning in general. Most common are technologies that improve pedagogic communication exchanges, such as learning platforms, immediate interaction equipment and performance software. More advanced technologies, such as virtual reality simulators, need to be further developed, which can be useful for larger student classes that may assert limitations on infrastructure conditions. Furthermore, it will be critical to consider the inputs of training, service, and support with new technology to overcome the overall the reluctance of students, teaching staff, and faculty members, thus ensuring fast and sustainable transitions.

At the national level, there is a clear issue of funding for programmes to integrate teaching and research in tertiary education. Sweden, for example, has separate budgets for education and research. The balance between the two areas varies across universities, in accordance with the size and focus of the higher education institutions. In addition, many research-intensive universities are strongly dependent on external funding. When faculty members depend on external funding for their basic salaries, the incentive to engage in anything other than research is naturally low. The funding structure should therefore be geared towards incentivizing teaching effectiveness. Promotion and tenure requirements can also be aligned to better reflect the importance of both teaching and research across different schools. The financial reasons for the low priority of education seen at some universities need to be targeted at all levels. Combining the direct funding of education and research allocated to Swedish higher education institutions would give each university a better possibility to prioritise. Another plausible strategy will be to assign a target number of graduates that must be produced each year.

Beyond funding, there is a clear need for institutional reorganization to redress the balance regarding teaching and research in the academic sector. Support in the form of educational technicians and instructors is essential to improve student engagement in learning research content and processes, which may be perceived as inaccessible. Open seminars and a more accessible environment where researchers and students from different areas and levels can meet and interact will be beneficial for integration.

In conclusion, the successful implementation of the linkage between education and research will not be straightforward, but certainly rewarding. Most cases show that a strengthened link between education and research enhances the concept of “knowledgeability”. However, patience will be crucial if such an undertaking is to succeed, because the process will inevitably be iterative, requiring the integration of all parties in a cyclical manner and through constant revisions. This work is still far from complete, and instead this is only the beginning of a much longer-term effort required so that the link between education and research finally can materialize.
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